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Reduced cross sections of electron and neutrino charged current quasielastic scattering on nuclei
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The semiexclusive averaged reduced cross sections for (anti)neutrino charged current quasielastic scattering on
carbon, oxygen, and argon are analyzed within the relativistic distorted wave impulse approximation. One finds
that these cross sections as functions of missing nucleon energy are similar to those of electron scattering and are
in agreement with electron scattering data for the three nuclei. The difference between the electron and neutrino
cross sections can be attributed to Coulomb distortion on the electron wave function. The averaged reduced
cross sections depend slowly upon incoming lepton energy. The approach presented in this paper provides novel
constraints on nuclear models of quasielastic neutrino-nucleus scattering and can be easily applied to test spectral
functions and final state interactions employed in neutrino event generators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For current [1,2] and future [3–5] accelerator-based neu-
trino experiments the primary physics goals are measuring
the lepton CP violation phase, determining neutrino mass
ordering, and testing the three-flavor paradigm. In these exper-
iments to evaluate the oscillation parameters, the probabilities
of neutrino oscillations as functions of neutrino energy are
measured. The neutrino beams are not monoenergetic and
have broad distributions that range from tens of MeV to a few
GeV. The accuracy to which neutrino oscillation parameters
can be extracted depends on the ability of experiments to
determine the individual energy of a detected neutrino.

Measurements at neutrino energy 1 GeV are critical for
the T2K [2] and HK [4] programs, which are carbon and
water (oxygen) detectors, as well as for the SBN (argon) [5]
program. Measurements from 1 to 2 GeV are important for the
NOvA (carbon, chlorine) [1] experiment, and measurements
spanning from 1 to 10 GeV are critical for the DUNE (argon)
[3] program. At GeV-scale neutrino energies the neutrino can
interact with a nucleus through a wide range of reaction chan-
nels. These include charged-current (CC) quasielastic (QE)
scattering, two-body meson exchange current (MEC) chan-
nels, resonance production, and deep inelastic scattering.

The incident neutrino energy is reconstructed using kine-
matic or calorimetric methods. At energy about 1 GeV, where
the CCQE scattering is dominant, the incoming neutrino
energy can be derived from lepton kinematics alone. The
calorimetric method relies not only on the visible energy
measured in the detector, but also on the models of the
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neutrino-nucleus interactions that are implemented in neutrino
event generators. In addition the neutrino-nucleus scattering
model is critical for obtaining background estimates and for
correct extrapolations of the near detector constraints to the
far detector in analyses aimed at determining the neutrino
oscillation parameters.

Unfortunately, due to wide range of neutrino energy beams
and poor statistics available from current experiments, it is
very difficult to measure differential neutrino-nucleus cross
sections for specific energies and to test beam energy recon-
struction techniques. On the theoretical side, many studies
have been presented aiming at improving knowledge of
lepton-nucleus interaction [6–27]. However, it is extremely
challenging to provide reliable and consistent predictions for
the diversity of processes that can take place in the energy
range covered by the neutrino beams. Various contributions
to the cross sections can significantly overlap with each other,
making it difficult to identify, diagnose, and remedy shortcom-
ing of nuclear models.

While electron and neutrino interactions are different at
the primary vertex, many underlying physics process in the
nucleus are the same, and electron scattering data collected
with precisely controlled kinematics (initial and final energies
and scattering angles) and large statistics allow validation and
improvement of the description of nuclear effects. There is a
large body of electron-scattering data on carbon and calcium,
and only a few data sets are available for scattering on argon.

All of the above reaction mechanisms are very similar for
electrons and for neutrinos. From the nuclear point of view
the influence of nuclear medium effects such as the nuclear
ground state and interaction of the outgoing nucleon with the
residual nucleus can be expected to be largely the same for
electron as for neutrino-induced processes. It is possible to
exploit this similarity and use electron scattering data with
known beam energies to test the neutrino energy reconstruc-
tion methods [28] and interaction models. The vector part
of the electroweak interaction can be inferred directly from
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the electron scattering data. Because electron and neutrino
scattering are strongly linked in theory, any model of neutrino
interactions (vector+axial) should also be able to reproduce
electron (vector) interactions. A model unable to reproduce
electron measurements cannot be expected to provide accurate
predictions for neutrino cross sections.

It is therefore unsurprising that recent years have seen a
plethora of analyses of electron-scattering data to test the
vector current part of the lepton-nucleus interaction against
existing inclusive electron scattering cross sections for dif-
ferent target nuclei at several incident beam energies and
scattering electron angles. The relativistic distorted wave
impulse approximation (RDWIA), initially designed for de-
scription of exclusive (e, e′ p) data [29–31] and then adopted
for neutrino reactions, was successfully tested against in-
clusive (e, e′) data [23,24]. The SuSAv2 model exploits the
similarities between both interaction types to guide the de-
scription of the weak scattering process [16,17]. The utility of
validating neutrino events generators against inclusive elec-
tron scattering data that they had not been tuned to was
demonstrated in Refs. [32–35].

Such inclusive reactions involve total hadronic cross sec-
tions and typically are relatively insensitive to the details
of the final nuclear states. Rather simple models may yield
cross sections that are not very different from those found in
the most sophisticated models. Typically, the inclusive pre-
dictions using different models are rather similar and agree
to about 10–20%, but they cannot make predictions on both
leptons and hadrons in final states. The semiexclusive (l, l ′ p)
lepton scattering process involves not the total cross sec-
tions but the specific asymptotic states, and allows one to
test the nuclear model more in detail. Microscopic and un-
factorized models like the RDWIA can be used to model
both lepton-boson and boson-nucleus vertexes in the same
detail and compare the results to semiexclusive observables.
The comparison of the results of the RDWIA approach and
cascade models employed in the neutrino event generators
provides constraints on cascade models from proton-nucleus
scattering [36].

The reduced cross section, obtained from the measured
differential semiexclusive electron scattering cross section di-
vided by the kinematic factor and the off-shell electron-proton
cross section, can be identified with the distorted spec-
tral function. Final state interactions between the ejected
nucleon and the residual nucleus make the reduced cross sec-
tions depend upon the initial and ejectile nucleons’ momenta
and angle between them (which depends upon momen-
tum transfer). Thus, irrespective of the type of interaction
(electromagnetic or weak) the distorted spectral function is
determined mainly by the intrinsic properties of the target and
the ejected nucleon interaction with residual nucleus.

The purpose of the present work is calculation of the CCQE
neutrino scattering reduced cross sections averaged over phase
space as functions of the missing nucleon momentum and
incoming neutrino energy, and comparison of them with ones
obtained from measurements of (e, e′ p) scattering on car-
bon, oxygen, and argon targets. The direct comparison of the
spectral functions used in the factorized approach in neutrino
event generators to the measured reduced cross sections of the

electron-nucleus scattering can provide an additional test of
the nuclear models employed in these generators.

The outline of this paper is the following. In Sec. II the for-
malism needed to describe the semiexclusive lepton-nucleus
CCQE scattering process is presented. The RDWIA model is
briefly introduced in Sec. III. Results of the calculations are
presented in Sec. IV. Conclusions are summarized in Sec.V.

II. FORMALISM OF QUASIELASTIC SCATTERING

The formalism used to describe electron and neutrino
quasi-elastic exclusive scattering,

l (ki ) + A(pA) → l ′(k f ) + N (px ) + B(pB), (1)

off nuclei in the one-photon (W boson) exchange approxima-
tion is considered. Here l labels the incident lepton [electron
or muon (anti)neutrino], and l ′ represents the scattered lepton
(electron or muon), ki = (εi, ki ) and k f = (ε f , k f ) are the
initial and final lepton momenta, pA = (εA, pA) and pB =
(εB, pB) are the initial and final target momenta, px = (εx, px )
is the ejectile nucleon momentum, q = (ω, q) is the momen-
tum transfer carried by the virtual photon (W boson), and
Q2 = −q2 = q2 − ω2 is the photon (W boson) virtuality.

A. CCQE lepton-nucleus cross sections

In the laboratory frame the differential cross section for
exclusive electron (σ el ) and (anti)neutrino (σ cc) CC scattering
can be written as

d6σ el

dε f d� f dεxd�x
= |px|εx

(2π )3

ε f

εi

α2

Q4
L(el)

μν Wμν(el), (2a)

d6σ cc

dε f d� f dεxd�x
= |px|εx

(2π )5

|k f |
εi

G2 cos2 θc

2
L(cc)

μν Wμν(cc),

(2b)

where � f is the solid angle for the lepton momentum, �x is
the solid angle for the ejectile nucleon momentum, α � 1/137
is the fine-structure constant, G � 1.16639 ×10−11 MeV−2 is
the Fermi constant, θC is the Cabbibo angle (cos θC ≈ 0.9749),
Lμν is the lepton tensor, and W (el)

μν and W (cc)
μν are respectively

the electromagnetic and weak CC nuclear tensors.
For exclusive reactions in which only a single discrete state

or a narrow resonance of the target is excited, it is possible to
integrate over the peak in missing energy and obtain a fivefold
differential cross section of the form

d5σ el

dε f d� f d�x
= R

|px|ε̃x

(2π )3

ε f

εi

α2

Q4
L(el)

μν W μν(el), (3a)

d5σ cc

dε f d� f d�x
= R

|px|ε̃x

(2π )5

|k f |
εi

G2 cos2 θc

2
L(cc)

μν W μν(cc),

(3b)

where R is a recoil factor,

R =
∫

dεxδ(εx + εB − ω − mA) =
∣∣∣∣1 − ε̃x

εB

px · pB

px · px

∣∣∣∣
−1

, (4)

ε̃x is solution to equation εx + εB − mA − ω = 0, where εB =√
m2

B + p2
B, pB = q − px, and mA and mB are masses of the
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target and recoil nucleus, respectively. Note that missing mo-
mentum is pm = px − q and missing energy εm is defined by
εm = m + mB − mA.

All information about the nuclear structure and effects of
final-state interaction (FSI) between the ejectile nucleon and
residual nucleus is contained in the electromagnetic and weak
CC hadronic tensors, W (el)

μν and W (cc)
μν , which are given by

the bilinear products of the transition matrix elements of the
nuclear electromagnetic or CC operator J (el)(cc)

μ between the
initial nucleus state |A〉 and the final state |B f 〉 as

W (el)(cc)
μν =

∑
f

〈B f , px|J (el)(cc)
μ |A〉〈A|J (el)(cc)†

ν |B f , px〉, (5)

where the sum is taken over undetected states.
In the exclusive reaction (1) the outgoing lepton and proton

are detected and the exclusive lepton scattering cross sec-
tions (3a) and (3b) in terms of response functions can be
written as

d5σ el

dε f d� f d�x
= |px|ε̃x

(2π )3
σMR

(
VLR(el)

L + VT R(el)
T

+VLT R(el)
LT cos φ + VT T R(el)

T T cos 2φ
)
, (6a)

d5σ cc

dε f d� f d�x
= |px|ε̃x

(2π )5
G2 cos2 θcε f |k f |R{v0R0 + vT RT

+ vT T RT T cos 2φ + vzzRzz

+ (vxzRxz − v0xR0x ) cos φ − v0zR0z

+ h[vyz(R′
yz sin φ + Ryz cos φ)

− v0y(R′
0y sin φ + R0y cos φ) − vxyRxy]},

(6b)

where

σM = α2 cos2 θ/2

4ε2
i sin4 θ/2

(7)

is the Mott cross section and h is +1 for positive lepton
helicity and −1 for negative lepton helicity. The coupling
coefficients Vk and vk , the expressions of which are given
in Ref. [6], are kinematic factors depending on the lepton’s
kinematics. The response functions Ri are given in terms of
components of the exclusive hadronic tensors [6] and depend
on the variables (Q2, ω) or (|q|, ω).

It is also useful define a reduced cross section

σred = d5σ (el)(cc)

dε f d� f d�x

/
K (el)(cc)σlN , (8)

where Kel = Rpxεx/(2π )3 and Kcc = Rpxεx/(2π )5 are phase-
space factors for electron and neutrino scattering and σlN is
the corresponding elementary cross section for the lepton scat-
tering from the moving free nucleon normalized to unit flux.
The reduced cross section is an interesting quantity that can be
regarded as the nucleon momentum distribution modified by
FSI, i.e., as the distorted spectral function. Final-state inter-
actions make the reduced cross sections σred(pm, px ) depend
upon ejectile momentum px, the angle between the initial
and final nucleon momenta, and the incident lepton energy.
These cross sections for (anti)neutrino scattering off nuclei

are similar to those of electron scattering apart from small
differences at low beam energy due to effects of Coulomb
distortion of the incoming electron wave function, as shown
in Refs. [6,7,12]

The factorization approximation to the knockout cross sec-
tion stipulates that

d5σ (el)(cc)

dε f d� f d�x
= K (el)(cc) × σlN × σred(εm, pm, px ). (9)

This factorization implies that the initial nuclear sate and FSI
effects are decoupled from the leptonic vertex, with preserved
correlations between the final lepton and nucleon.

The reduced cross section as a function of missing mo-
mentum pm, averaged over phase volume in (ω,� f , φ)
coordinates, where �x = (cos θpq, φ), can be written as

〈σ red(pm)〉 = 1

V

∫
dφ

∫
dε f

∫
d� f

pm

px|q|Rcσ
red

× (ε f ,� f , pm, φ), (10)

where pm = |pm|, px = |px|, pm = px − q, and

cos θpq = p2
x + q2 − p2

m

2px|q| , (11a)

Rc = 1 + εx

2p2
xεB

(
p2

x + q2 − p2
m

)
, (11b)

V =
∫

dφ

∫
dε f

∫
d� f

pm

px|q|Rc. (11c)

Precise electron reduced cross sections data can be used
to validate the neutrino reduced cross sections (spectral func-
tions) that are implemented in neutrino generators.

B. Nuclear current

Obviously, the determination of the response tensor W μν

requires knowledge of the nuclear current matrix elements
in Eq. (5). The lepton-nucleon scattering is described in the
impulse approximation, assuming that the incoming lepton in-
teracts with only one nucleon, which is subsequently emitted.
The nuclear current is written as the sum of single-nucleon
currents. Then, the nuclear matrix element in Eq. (5) takes the
form

〈p, B|Jμ|A〉 =
∫

d3r exp(it · r)�
(−)

(p, r)μ�(r), (12)

where μ is the vertex function, t = εBq/W is the recoil-
corrected momentum transfer, W =

√
(mA + ω)2 − q2 is the

invariant mass, and � and � (−) are relativistic bound-state
and outgoing wave functions. For electron scattering, most
calculations use the CC2 electromagnetic vertex function for
a free nucleon [37],

μ = F (el)
V (Q2)γ μ + iσμν qν

2m
F (el)

M (Q2), (13)

where σμν = i[γ μγ ν]/2, and F (el)
V and F (el)

M are the Dirac and
Pauli nucleon form factors. Because the bound nucleons are
off shell, the vertex μ in Eq. (13) should be taken for an off-
shell nucleon.Using the de Forest prescription, the off-shell
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vertex can be wrintte as [37]

̃μ = F (el)
V (Q2)γ μ + iσμν q̃ν

2m
F (el)

M (Q2), (14)

where q̃ = (εx − Ẽ , q) and the nucleon energy Ẽ =√
m2 + (px − q)2 is placed on shell. We use the approxi-

mation of [38] on the nucleon form factors. The Coulomb
gauge is assumed for the single-nucleon current. Although
the experimental analyses usually employ the de Forest CC1
prescription for σlN , consistency requires that calculation of
σred to employ the σlN that corresponds to the current operator
used in the RDWIA calculations.

The single-nucleon charged current has V -A structure
Jμ(cc) = Jμ

V + Jμ
A . For a free nucleon vertex function μ(cc) =


μ
V + 

μ
A one uses the CC2 vector current vertex function


μ
V = FV (Q2)γ μ + iσμν qν

2m
FM (Q2) (15)

and the axial current vertex function


μ
A = FA(Q2)γ μγ5 + FP(Q2)qμγ5. (16)

Weak vector form factors FV and FM are related to correspond-
ing electromagnetic ones for proton F (el)

i,p and neutron F (el)
i,n by

the hypothesis of conserved vector current (CVC):

Fi = F (el)
i,p − F (el)

i,n . (17)

The axial FA and pseudoscalar FP form factors in the dipole
approximation are parametrized as

FA(Q2) = FA(0)

(1 + Q2/M2
A)2

, FP(Q2) = 2mFA(Q2)

m2
π + Q2

, (18)

where FA(0) = 1.2724, mπ is the pion mass, and MA is the
axial mass. The de Forest prescription for off-shell extrapola-
tion of μ(cc) is used. Similarly to electromagnetic current, the
Coulomb gauge is applied for the vector current JV .

III. MODEL

The semiexclusive differential and reduced cross
sections for neutrino scattering were studied in
Refs. [6,7,12,25,26], using the relativistic shell model
approach and taking into account the FSI effects. A formalism
for the A(e, e′N )B reaction that describes the channel coupling
in the FSI of N + B system was developed in Ref. [31].

In this work the independent particle shell model (IPSM)
is assumed for the nuclear structure. The model space for
12C(l, l ′N ) consists of 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 nucleon-hole states in
the 11B and 11C nuclei. The model space for 16O(l, l ′N ) con-
sists of 1s1/2, 1p3/2, and 1p1/2 nucleon-hole states in the 15N
and 15O nuclei. The model space for 40Ar(l, l ′N ) consists of
1s1/2, 1p3/2, 1p1/2, 1d5/2, 2s1/2, and 1d3/2 nucleon-hole states
in the 39Cl nucleus, and 1s1/2, 1p3/2, 1p1/2, 1d5/2, 2s1/2, 1d3/2,
and 1 f7/2 nucleon-hole states in the 39Ar nucleus. All states in
these nuclei are regarded as discrete states even though their
spreading widths are actually appreciable.

In the independent particle shell model the relativistic
bound-state function � in Eq.(12) is obtained as the self-
consistent solutions of a Dirac equation, derived within a

FIG. 1. Proton momentum distributions for the 1p1/2 (dashed
line) and 1s1/2 (dotted line) single-particle states in the 12C nucleus.
Also shown is the total proton momentum distribution (solid line).

relativistic mean-field approach, from a Lagrangian contain-
ing σ , ω, and ρ mesons [39]. The nucleon bound-state
functions were calculated by the TIMORA code [40] with the
normalization factors S(α) relative to full occupancy of the
IPSM orbitals. According the RDWIA analysis of the JLab
12C(e, e′ p) data [41,42] S(1p3/2) = 84%, S(1s1/2) = 100%,
and the average factor is ≈89%. In this work one assumes
that the missing strength can be attributed to the short-range
nucleon-nucleon (NN ) correlations, leading to the appearance

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for 1p1/2 (dashed-dotted line), 1p3/2

(dashed line), and 1s1/2 (dotted line) single-particle states in the 16O
nucleus.
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FIG. 3. Total proton and neutron momentum distributions in the
40Ar nucleus.

of the high-momentum and high-energy nucleon distribution
in the target. These estimations of the depletion of hole states
are consistent with a direct measurement of the spectral func-
tion using 12C(e, e′ p) in the parallel kinematics [43], which
observed approximately 0.6 protons in a region with pm �
240 MeV/c and εm � 50 MeV, attributable to a single-nucleon
knockout from the correlated cluster. Similar estimates of the
depletion of hole states are available from the self-consistent

Green’s function method [44], the correlated basis function
theory [45], and other methods. I used the following values of
normalization factors of 16O that were obtained in the RDWIA
analysis of the JLab data [46]: S(1p3/2) = 66%, S(1p1/2) =
70%, and S(1s1/2) = 100%. From the RDWIA analysis [12]
of NIKHEF data [47–49] it follows that the occupancies of the
orbitals of 40Ca and 40Ar are approximately 87% on average.
Proton and neutron binding energies and the occupancies of
the orbitals in 40Ar are given in Table II of Ref. [12].

Figures 1 and 2 show the proton momentum distributions
for occupied orbitals in 12C and 16O, calculated within the
mean-field approach. The neutron momentum distributions
in these nuclei are almost identical to proton ones. The total
proton and neutron momentum distributions in 40Ar are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. These distributions are normalized to the total
number of protons/neutrons in the IPSM shells.

For an outgoing nucleon, the simplest chose is to use
plane-wave function � in Eq. (12), that is, there are no
interactions between the ejected nucleon N and the resid-
ual nucleus B; i.e., to use the so-called plane-wave impulse
approximation (PWIA). For a more realistic description, fi-
nal state interaction effects should be taken into account. In
the RDWIA the distorted-wave function of the knocked out
nucleon � is evaluated as a solution of a Dirac equations con-
taining a phenomenological relativistic optical potential [46].
This potential consists of a real part, which describes the
rescattering of the ejected nucleon, and an imaginary part
for the absorption of it into unobserved channels. The
LEA program [50] is used for numerical calculation of the
distorted-wave function with the EDAD1 parametrization [51]
of the relativistic optical potentials for carbon, oxygen, and
calcium.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the RDWIA calculations for electron, neutrino, and antineutrino reduced cross sections for the removal of nucleons
from 1s and 1p shells of 12C as functions of the missing momentum. JLab data [41] are for beam energy Ebeam = 2.455 GeV, proton kinetic
energy Tp = 350 MeV, and Q2 = 0.64 (GeV/c)2. The RDWIA calculations are shown for electron scattering (dashed line) and neutrino (solid
line) and antineutrino (dashed-dotted line) scattering. This figure was taken from Ref. [7].
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FIG. 5. The RDWIA calculation of neutrino (solid line) and antineutrino (dashed-dotted line) averaged reduced cross sections compared
with measured exclusive cross section data for the removal of nucleons from 1p and 1s + 1p shells of 12C as functions of the missing
momentum. The data are from Saclay [53] for 1p and the beam energy Ebeam = 500 MeV, from SLAC [56] for 1s + 1p shells and Ebeam = 2015
MeV, and from JLab [41] for 1s + 1p shells and Ebeam=2455 MeV.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The reduced cross sections of the 12C(e, e′ p) reaction in
the range of missing energy, that corresponds to knockout of
1s- and 1p-shell protons, were measured at Tokyo [52], Saclay
[53,54], NIKHEF [55], SLAC [56], and JLab [41]. A review
of analyses of the data [52–56] based upon the nonrelativistic
distortion wave impulse approximation (NRDWIA) can be
found in Ref. [57], which shows that spectroscopic factors
for low-lying states are reduced relative to the IPSM by an
average factor of about 65%. Most of the data contributing
to the aforementioned estimate of 65% IPSM were limited
to Q2 � 0.2 (GeV/c)2, and were analyzed using NRDWIA
calculations based on empirical Woods-Saxon wave functions.
Analysis the same low Q2 data sets used in Ref. [57] based
on the RDWIA with Dirac-Hartree wave functions was per-
formed in Ref. [42]. This analysis is more accurate because it
also includes the effects of distortion of lower components of
Dirac spinors and takes into account overlap of single 1p and
1s nucleon energy distributions. It was found that the RDWIA
calculation reproduces the low Q2 data for quasiperpendicular
kinematics well, but with same smaller normalization factors.
For example, the 1p normalization factors for two Saclay
experiments were 0.75 [53] and 0.63 [54] compared with 0.87
for the JLab data. The author argues that it should be attributed
to the effective single-nucleon current operator instead of to
spectroscopic factors, which are probe-independent properties
of nuclear structure.

The knockout of 1p-shell protons in 16O(e, e′ p) was stud-
ied at Saclay [53,58], NIKHEF [59,60], Mainz [61], and JLab
[46]. In these experiments, cross section data for the lowest-
lying fragments of each shell were measured as functions of
pm, and normalization factors (relating how much the mea-

sured cross section data were less than predicted in IPSM)
were extracted. The E12-14-012 experiment [62] performed in
JLab measured the (e, e′ p) reduced cross sections using 40Ar
[63] and 48Ti [64] targets. The reduced cross sections mea-
sured in the missing momentum and missing energy ranges
15 � pm � 300 MeV/c and 12 � Em � 80 MeV.

The distorted spectral function depends upon initial mo-
mentum pm, ejectile momentum px, and angle between
the initial and final nucleon momenta. Thus it depends
upon kinematical conditions and is different for parallel and
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FIG. 6. The RDWIA neutrino averaged reduced cross section for
removal of nucleons from the 1s + 1p shells of 12C as a function of
neutrino energy and missing momentum pm.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the RDWIA calculations for neutrino (dashed line) and antineutrino (dashed-dotted line) averaged reduced cross
sections for the removal of nucleons from the1p shell of 16O with Saclay [53] and NIKHEF [59] data as functions of pm. Also shown are the
RDWIA calculations of the reduced cross section for electron scattering (solid line) from Ref. [7].

perpendicular kinematics. Furthermore, σred depends upon
initial electron energy due to Coulomb distortion. The RD-
WIA approach with LEA code was successfully tested against
measured 12C(e, e′ p) [42], 16O(e, e′ p) [46], and 40Ca(e, e′ p)
[12] differential and reduced cross sections, and the normal-
ization factors S(α) for the IPSM orbitals were derived.

In Refs. [6,7,12] electron and CCQE (anti)neutrino scat-
tering on oxygen, carbon, calcium, and argon targets were
studied. It was found that the reduced cross sections for
(anti)neutrino scattering are similar to those of electron scat-
tering, and the latter are in good agreement with electron
data. The difference between the electron and (anti)neutrino
reduced cross sections calculated for Saclay kinematics is
less than 10%. This can be attributed to Coulomb distortion
of the electron wave function, which is usually described as
the effective momentum approximation (EMA) [65]. In the

EMA, the electron Coulomb wave function is replaced by a
plane wave function with effective momentum whose value
is larger than the value of electron momentum at infinity,
because of Coulomb attraction. The flux is also increased in
the interaction zone by focusing of electron wave. This effect
is proportional to the charge of the target and weakens as the
beam energy increases. The small difference between neutrino
and antineutrino reduced cross sections is due to the difference
in the FSI of the proton and neutron with the residual nucleus.

In this section I present the results of the RDWIA cal-
culations of the averaged reduced cross sections, Eq. (10),
for (anti)neutrino scattering off carbon, oxygen, and argon as
functions of the missing momentum pm and compare them
with the measured (e, e′ p) reduced cross sections. In Ref. [7]
electron, neutrino, and antineutrino cross sections for the re-
moval of protons from the 1s, 1p, and 1s + 1p shells of 12C
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as functions of missing momentum pm were calculated and
compared with JLab data [41]. For illustration, Fig. 4 shows
the measured removal cross sections as compared with the
LEA code calculations [7]. It should be note that negative value
of pm corresponds to φ = π and positive to φ = 0, where
φ is the angle between the scattering (ki, k f ) and reaction
(px, pB) planes. The data for beam energy Ebeam = 2.445 GeV
and Q2 = 0.64 (GeV/c)2 were measured in the quasiperpen-
dicular kinematics with constant (ω, q). The electron and
neutrino scattering off the nuclei are closely interrelated and
one can treat both processes within the same formalism. There
is an overall good agreement between the cross sections cal-
culated in the RDWIA and data.

The averaged reduced cross sections for removal of nu-
cleons from the 1p, and 1s + 1p shells of 12C(νμ, μp) and
12C(ν̄μ, μn) reactions are shown in Fig. 5 as functions of posi-
tive pm values together with Saclay [54], SLAC [42], and JLab
[41] data. The data for beam energies Ebeam = 500, 2015,
and 2445 MeV were measured. There is an overall agreement
between the calculated averaged cross sections and reduced
cross sections of the (e, e′ p) reaction measured in different
kinematics. The RDWIA averaged reduced cross section for
removal of nucleons from 1s + 1p shells in 12C(νμ, μp) is
shown in Fig. 6 as a function of incoming neutrino energy
and missing momentum pm. In the range of the maximum at
60 � pm � 90 MeV/c the cross section increases slowly with
neutrino energy, and slightly changes at pm � 120 MeV/c and
pm � 40 MeV/c.

The averaged reduced cross sections for the removal of
nucleons from the 1p shell in 16O(νμ, μp) and 16O(ν̄μ, μn)
reactions are shown in Fig. 7 as functions of pm, together
with Saclay [53] and NIKHEF [59] data. There is an overall
agreement between calculated cross sections and data, but
the values of the calculated cross sections at maximum is
systematically higher (about 15%) than measured ones for
NIKHEF kinematics. Unfortunately, there are no data for
removal of protons from the 1s and 1s + 1p shells of 16O.
Therefore the models of lepton-nucleus interaction that do not
take into account the shell structure of the nucleus cannot be
tested against the available reduced cross sections measured
in the 16O(e, e′ p) reaction. As follows from the analysis in
Ref. [46], a relativistic estimate of the model dependence of
normalization factors for 16O(e, e′ p) reactions should not be
less than ±15%. Although the relativistic model improves
the description of ALT asymmetry of the cross sections with
φ = 0◦ and 180◦, recoil polarization, and other normalization-
independent features of the reaction, the model dependencies
that affect the normalization uncertainty are not significantly
improved. The RDWIA averaged reduced cross section for
removal of nucleons from 1s + 1p shells in 16O(νμ, μp) is
shown in Fig. 8 as a function of incoming neutrino energy and
missing momentum pm. As can be seen from Figs. 6 and 8 the
dependences of these cross sections upon neutrino energy and
pm are almost similar.

In Ref. [47] a coincidence electron-scattering experiment
on 40Ca at NIKHEF was performed. The spectral functions
for missing momenta 0–280 MeV/c and excitation energies
below 22 MeV were extracted. In an attempt to estimate the
spectroscopic strength, a simple model where the spreading of
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for 16O.

the spectroscopic strength in missing energy is parametrized
by a Lorentzian peak shape was used. Experimentally only the
part residing between the Fermi level and the cutoff energy 35
MeV was detected. It was obtained that, although the exper-

FIG. 9. Comparison of the RDWIA calculations for electron
(solid line), neutrino (dashed line), and antineutrino (dashed-dotted
line) reduced cross sections for the removal of nucleons from 1d3/2,
2s1/2, and 1d5/2 shells of 40Ca with NIKHEF data [49]. The cross
sections are presented as functions of missing momentum pm. The
figure was taken from Ref. [12].
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FIG. 10. Missing momentum distribution in argon obtained by integrating over the missing energy ranges of 0–30 MeV (left panel) and
30–54 MeV (right panel), presented with the geometrical factor of 4π p2

m. The gray band shows the measured spectral function including the
full error.

imentally determined spectroscopic factors are on the order
of 50% to 70% of the IPSM sum-rule limit, the extrapolated
occupations of shell-model orbitals are about 90%. For 40Ca
the knockout from the 1s1/2 orbital was not observed in this
experiment, but in Ref. [54] a spectroscopic factor of 1.5 for
knockout from this orbital is given. The structures of calcium
and argon nuclei are similar, although, unlike 40

18Ar, 40
20Ca is a

symmetric and closed-shell nucleus. These features, and the
different number of protons, introduce differences between
the valence shells. However, for deeply bound states the peak
positions turn out to agree to ≈ 2 MeV or better [63]. In
Ref. [12] the (e, e′ p) reduced cross sections were calculated
for removal of the proton from 1d3/2 shell, for transition to
the 1/2+ exited state of the 39K nucleus at excitation energy
Ex = 2.522 MeV, and for the transitions to the 5/2+ excited
states at Ex = 5.258 MeV and Ex = 6.328 MeV, obtained
by knocking out protons from the 2s1/2 and 1d5/2 orbitals,
respectively. The calculated reduced cross sections are shown
in Fig. 9 with the NIKHEF data [47,48] and provide a good
description of the shape and magnitude of the measured dis-
tribution. Neutrino and antineutrino calculated reduced cross
sections of 40Ca(ν, μ− p)39Ca and 40Ca(ν̄, μ+n)39K reactions
are also shown in Fig. 9. There is an overall good agree-
ment between calculated cross sections, but the values of
the electron cross sections at the maximum is systematically
higher than those for (anti)neutrinos. This can be attributed to
Coulomb distortion of the incident electron wave function.

The JLab experiment [62] measured the (e, e′ p) cross sec-
tions using argon and titanium targets [63,64]. The reduced
cross sections were obtained in the missing momentum range
15 � pm � 300 MeV/c and missing energy range 12 � pm �
80 MeV. The procedure to obtain information on neutron
distribution in argon is based on the observation that the
neutron spectrum of 40

18Ar is mirrored by the proton spectrum
of the nucleus of titanium, having charge Z = 22. Therefor
one can expect that the proton spectral function obtained from
Ti(e, e′ p) data provides information on the neutron spectral
function of argon.

The 40
18Ar and 48

22Ti data were analyzed to obtain the spectral
functions, describing the energy and momentum distributions
of protons in the argon and titanium ground states. The ef-
fects of FSI, which are known to be significant in (e, e′ p)
reactions, were taken into account within the distorted-wave
impulse approximation approach. Figure 10 shows the miss-
ing momentum distributions of protons in argon obtained by
integrating the data over the missing energy ranges 0–30 and
30–50 MeV. The proton missing momentum distribution in
titanium was obtained by integrating the data over the miss-
ing energy range 0–30 MeV and is shown in Fig. 11. Also
shown in Figs. 10 and 11 are the results obtained without FSI
effects in the relativistic plane wave impulse approximation
(RPWIA), with normalization factors Sα from Ref. [12]. There
is an overall agreement between the RPWIA calculations and
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FIG. 11. Missing momentum distribution in titanium obtained by
integrating over the missing energy range of 0–30 MeV, presented
with the geometrical factor of 4π p2

m. The gray band shows the
measured spectral function including the full error.
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FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 6 but for 40Ar.

data within sizable uncertainties of the measured proton mo-
mentum distributions. A more accurate determination of the
distorted spectral functions for different shells of 40Ar and
48Ti will improve the testing of models using for description
of neutrino interaction with these nucleus.

The averaged reduced cross section of the 40Ar(νμ, μp) re-
action calculated in the RDWIA approach is shown in Fig. 12
as a function of neutrino energy and missing momentum pm.
It has to be pointed out that, unlike 12C and 16O, in 40Ar the
maximum of these cross sections is shifted to the range of
lower missing momentum pm ≈ 15 MeV/c. The cross sec-
tion increases very slowly with neutrino energy.

Neutrino event generators employ the factorization ap-
proach to make predictions about the lepton and also the
outgoing nucleon kinematics from inclusive models. These
models are aimed to describe an inclusive cross section that
is only a function of the final lepton kinematics. This fac-
torization uses the spectral functions, which are generated
from different nucleon distributions in the initial nuclear state
(local Fermi gas, shell model, etc). While the behavior of the
cross section against the lepton kinematics may be described
correctly, there is no guarantee that the correlations between
the final lepton and nucleon for a given event are preserved.
The comparison of the employed spectral function with the
measured reduced cross sections allows the estimation of the
accuracy of the nuclear effects calculations. On the other
hand, the effective spectral functions can be obtained within
the microscopic and unfactorized models, like the RDWIA,
that successfully describe exclusive (e, e′ p) cross sections at
large Q2 and modest pm.

In neutrino experiments [66] a subset of CCQE-like
interactions (CC1p0π interactions), includes CC-νμ

40Ar scat-
tering events with a detected muon and exactly one proton,
with momenta greater than 100 and 300 (MeV/c) [Q2 ≈
0.1 (GeV/c)2], respectively. To improve description of the
neutrino scattering data it would be necessary to apply a
relativistic analysis to (e, e′ p) data for several values of Q2

larger than about 0.1 (GeV/c)2 and with sufficient coverage

of pm distributions to fit the wave functions. This would allow
obtaining more precise normalization factors.

The reduced cross sections have been extensively studied
by (e, e′ p) experiments carried out using a broad set of targets,
ranging from carbon to calcium and argon. The accuracy of
these data is significantly better than accuracy of the mea-
sured cross sections of the CC1p0π interaction. To test the
reliability and accuracy of the models used in the neutrino
events generators, it is possible simulate (with only CCQE
interaction) a set of CC1p0π events at the kinematics of
(e, e′ p) experiments, reconstruct the reduced cross section,
and compare it with (e, e′ p) experimental data. This com-
parison will allows a better determination of the accuracy of
the theoretical description of the quasielastic semiexclusive
process of neutrino scattering off nuclei.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, the semiexclusive reduced cross sections of
CCQE (anti)neutrino scattering on carbon, oxygen, and argon
were studied within the RDWIA approach. Averaged over
phase space, reduced cross sections for removal of nucleons
from the 1p, and 1s + 1p shells of 12C(νμ, μp), 12C(ν̄μ, μn)
and 16O(νμ, μp), 16O(ν̄μ, μn) reactions as functions of miss-
ing momentum and incoming neutrino energy were calculated
and compared with the reduced cross sections obtained from
measurements of (e, e′ p) scattering on 12C and 16O. I also
calculated in the relativistic plane wave impulse approxima-
tion the averaged reduced cross sections for single nucleons
knocked out in 40Ar(νμ, μp) and 49Ti(ν̄μ, μn) reactions as
functions of pm and εν and compared them with proton mo-
mentum distributions in argon and titanium obtained from
(e, e′ p) scattering in the JLab experiments.

I find that the shape and magnitude of the averaged reduced
cross sections for (anti)neutrino scattering as a function of
missing momentum are similar to measured reduced cross
sections of electron scattering. The averaged removal cross
sections calculated for argon and titanium within the RPWIA
approach seem mostly consistent with the data within sizable
uncertainties of measured proton momentum distributions.
The difference of less than 10% between the electron and
(anti)neutrino cross sections can be attributed to Coulomb
distortion of the incoming electron wave function. The small
difference between neutrino and antineutrino reduced cross
sections is due to difference in the FSI of the proton and
neutron with the residual nucleus. The averaged reduced cross
sections for removal of nucleons from 1s + 1p shells in car-
bon and oxygen have a maximum in the range of missing
momentum 60 � pm � 90 MeV/c, and in 40Ar the maximum
is shifted in the range of pm ≈ 15 MeV/c. The cross sec-
tions increase very slowly with neutrino energy.

Some neutrino event generators employ the factorization
approach to make predictions about the lepton and outgoing
nucleon kinematics, using different nucleon distributions in
the ground nuclear state. In this way the direct comparison of
the implemented spectral functions with the precise electron
reduced cross section data allows one to estimate the accuracy
of the nuclear effects calculations, such as the nuclear ground
state and FSI.
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